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Structural and Dynamic Properties of Lipids and Membranes. Ed by P J Quinn and R J Cherry. London: Portland Press Ltd, 1992. Pp 225: Price £42.50 This book celebrates the wide-ranging contributions in the membrane field made by Professor Dennis Chapman, as presented by some of his co-workers at a meeting in London at the end of 1991. There is, therefore, a historical perspective, and this approach has great appeal because the developing story flows so well, also suggesting excellent editorial control. After a brief introduction from Dennis Chapman on why a theoretical chemist was drawn into this field, biophysical approaches to membrane structurefunction relationships are developed through consideration of the absorption of small lipid molecules by intestine, the organization of phospholipid bilayers and interactions with cholesterol and protein, the importance of unsaturation and of component phase behaviour, dynamics and component exchange. Applications of IR and NMR particularly to protein conformation and lipid-protein interaction lead to a review of the importance of 'biomembrane mimicry' in the design and application of effective biocompatible materials.
All the contributors have written interesting, well illustrated and non-mathematical reviews with a contemporary edge, at a level appropriate to the interested non-specialist, and building up to a clear analysis of the fundamental practical problems still outstanding in the biocompatibles field. These are professional areas into which the mainstream clinical biochemist will rarely stray, and for which this volume offers a relatively painless and absorbing introduction. Most of all, the science is so good-clear, logical, sensible and interesting: a very good read.
